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Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
Say we have a twoSay we have a two--level quantum systemlevel quantum systemSay we have a twoSay we have a two level quantum systemlevel quantum system

where the coefficients are unknownwhere the coefficients are unknown

Given n copies of the state our task isGiven n copies of the state our task is

where the coefficients are unknown.where the coefficients are unknown.

Given n copies of the state, our task is Given n copies of the state, our task is 
to estimate     and    .to estimate     and    .

Want to devise efficient ways to Want to devise efficient ways to 
estimate coefficientsestimate coefficientsestimate coefficients.estimate coefficients.



Talk OverviewTalk OverviewTalk OverviewTalk Overview

Introduction to statistical estimationIntroduction to statistical estimation-- Introduction to statistical estimationIntroduction to statistical estimation

-- Quantum state estimationQuantum state estimationQuantum state estimationQuantum state estimation

-- Cube and Tetrahedron measurement Cube and Tetrahedron measurement 
schemesschemes

C iC i-- ComparisonComparison



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
Say we have a RV with Poisson distributionSay we have a RV with Poisson distributionSay we have a RV with Poisson distributionSay we have a RV with Poisson distribution

and we want to learn what     is by and we want to learn what     is by 
sampling values.sampling values.



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
We sample n times from the sameWe sample n times from the sameWe sample n times from the same We sample n times from the same 
distribution, {distribution, {XX11, , XX22, … , , … , XXnn}.}.

How to get an estimate of     from these How to get an estimate of     from these 
samples?samples?

We know the expectation value ofWe know the expectation value of XXii isis

samples?samples?

We know the expectation value of We know the expectation value of XXii is   .is   .



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
Therefore, one way to estimate lambda isTherefore, one way to estimate lambda isTherefore, one way to estimate lambda is Therefore, one way to estimate lambda is 
by using the by using the sample mean sample mean of {of {XXii}. }. 

This is also the This is also the Maximum LikelihoodMaximum Likelihood
iiestimator.estimator.



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
We also know theWe also know the variancevariance of X is , orof X is , orWe also know the We also know the variancevariance of X is    , orof X is    , or

which suggests another estimatorwhich suggests another estimator



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
Are there other estimators?Are there other estimators?Are there other estimators?Are there other estimators?

Which estimator is better?Which estimator is better?

Three metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimators

1)1) BiasBias1)1) BiasBias

2)2) VarianceVariance

3)3) Mean Squared Error, MSEMean Squared Error, MSE



BiasBiasBiasBias
Recall the first estimator,Recall the first estimator,Recall the first estimator,Recall the first estimator,

Now,      is itself a random variable.Now,      is itself a random variable.

Ideally should be distributed aroundIdeally should be distributed aroundIdeally,      should be distributed around   .Ideally,      should be distributed around   .

Would like            to be close to   .Would like            to be close to   .



BiasBiasBiasBias



BiasBiasBiasBias

is an is an unbiasedunbiased estimator.estimator.



BiasBiasBiasBias
The second estimator,The second estimator,The second estimator,The second estimator,



BiasBiasBiasBias
Let’s define another estimator,Let’s define another estimator,Let s define another estimator,Let s define another estimator,

What’s the bias of this estimato ?What’s the bias of this estimato ?What’s the bias of this estimator?What’s the bias of this estimator?



BiasBiasBiasBias

Estimator is biased, but asymptotically Estimator is biased, but asymptotically 
unbiasedunbiasedunbiased.unbiased.



VarianceVarianceVarianceVariance
Recall that both and are unbiased.Recall that both and are unbiased.

Variance is a measure of the spread.Variance is a measure of the spread.

Recall that both      and      are unbiased.Recall that both      and      are unbiased.

Variance is a measure of the spread.Variance is a measure of the spread.

Therefore, smaller variance is better.Therefore, smaller variance is better.



VarianceVarianceVarianceVariance

For For n n >1, >1, 



VarianceVarianceVarianceVariance

Since they are both unbiased, pick the Since they are both unbiased, pick the 
ith ll iith ll ione with smaller variance.one with smaller variance.

U i CU i C RR l b d bi dl b d bi dUsing CramerUsing Cramer--RaoRao lower bound, no unbiased lower bound, no unbiased 
estimator has smaller variance than   .estimator has smaller variance than   .



VarianceVarianceVarianceVariance

has bigger variance.has bigger variance.

h bi bih bi bihas bigger bias.has bigger bias.



MSEMSEMSEMSE

For For n n >1, >1, 

If we have to choose between these If we have to choose between these 
i k h i h ll MSEi k h i h ll MSEtwo, pick the one with smaller MSE.two, pick the one with smaller MSE.



Statistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical EstimationStatistical Estimation
Three metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimatorsThree metrics to compare estimators

1)1) BiasBias

2)2) VarianceVariance

3)3) Mean Squared Error, MSEMean Squared Error, MSE



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
Say we have a twoSay we have a two--level quantum systemlevel quantum systemSay we have a twoSay we have a two level quantum systemlevel quantum system

where the coefficients are unknownwhere the coefficients are unknownwhere the coefficients are unknown.where the coefficients are unknown.

Given n copies of the state, our task is Given n copies of the state, our task is 
ddto estimate     and    .to estimate     and    .



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
In terms of density operatorIn terms of density operatorIn terms of density operatorIn terms of density operator

where is the Bloch vector of length 1where is the Bloch vector of length 1where    is the Bloch vector of length 1.where    is the Bloch vector of length 1.

N t d fi ti t fN t d fi ti t fNext define     as our estimate of   , Next define     as our estimate of   , 
also of length 1.also of length 1.



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
We will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelity

We will look atWe will look atWe will look atWe will look at

1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
We will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelity

We will look atWe will look atWe will look atWe will look at

1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes

2)2) Two estimators, Two estimators, 



Quantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State EstimationQuantum State Estimation
We will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelityWe will be studying the fidelity

We will look atWe will look atWe will look atWe will look at

1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes1)1) Two measurement schemesTwo measurement schemes

2)2) Two estimators, Two estimators, 

3)3) Bias, variance and MSE of     and Bias, variance and MSE of     and 
h it d dh it d dhow it depends on how it depends on 


